
GOLD MINER OSCILLATOR 
Get Ready for a MOVE !

APR 7, 2014
 Cut to the chase.  The yellow box is important because, 
it outlines what are typical limits of Support & Resistance, 
until the Anniversary of the TAX-DAY Massacre.  Thus   

given the odds, I think the BASE is established, & support as well, that sets up a launch pad for a rally to be 
staged anytime  in April.   My thinking is that the odds favor a final low about the Christian Good Friday, and 
that would match the 1st Anniversary of the TAX 
DAY MASSACRE. And all this is of course, IMO.

 

The TILT chart gives you an idea where we can go, plus the typical cycles we find running in the PM's.

 

 

 
Both Monthly and Daily Gold Miner Oscillators ( GIMBO ) are setting up for a convergence in April as well.

<<<  so  here  we 
see the Super Long 
Term  (mo'ly) 
trending  up  which 
is  showing  that  if 
the  Longer  Term 
(  weekly  )  is 
trending  down  its 
in the CHANNEL UP 
   Now to that we 
add  back  in  the 
Daily Sentiment of 
the  BULLISH% of  GDM stocks  and  we  sit  it  setting  up  for  an 
upturn.  Again, odds say its turns in 4 wks or less.

 NOW ??  SIT TIGHT or establish pre-Position SCALE-IN Limit orders.  NIBBLE @ the RECOS.
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GOLD MINER OSCILLATOR 
Analytics 

 Last weeks Cycle & P/F charts remain here as they are as 
illustrative now 

as previous.

 

  In that regard I offer this list of stocks that HAS NOT VIOLATED 
their 50 Day Moving Average (support) to the downside as strong 
exceptions to this fun correction we have experienced from Mid 
March to the first week in APRIL>

ABC, DEF, GH, IK, LM, NO, PQ, RS, TU, VWX, YZ, an alphabet of phony stocks
The real list is on the April 4 issue of Peak PICKS

ZY, TV, XW, UR, SQ, PN, LM, KI, HG, FEA,BCD( all fictitious )(real ones on PEAK PICKS) 
(END)

No doubt one or other of these stocks listed in PEAK PICKS is either a favorite or right for you, so to get 
ready for this move, you may wish to take advantage of this next dip before the move materializes.

Failing to plan this, would simply be Defeat by DEFAULT, and heavens knows we have had too much 
help planning the PMs Investor's demise to miss this opportunity to plan for the next move.  Thats what 
PEAK PICKS is geared to do for you

 Find Juniors, Micro-Caps, Break Outs, and some stocks of which you have never heard.  All 
human 100% 24/7, no algos, we are here to help you PROFIT NOW !

If you want this level of savvy and insight, straight talk, and plain dealing, you may want to 
subscribe to PEAK PICKS.

  SUBSCRIBE HERE & NOW !        NO RISK          U$D 33.97 mo'ly, no contract,  satisfaction guarantee 

immediate refund upon request, no questions asked ! This week we will have our special 
report on the next rallies potential stars, like the ones above.

 IF any of our Subscription Links fail to connect, please go to my BLOG 

DENALIGUIDESUMMIT.BLOGSPOT.CA    
 “A good plan executed NOW is better than a perfect plan executed at some indefinite time in the future” ~ 
Gen.George S.Patton Jr.

Your welcome to stop by the blog and sign up for the remaining spots on our Webinars for next month and 
our Webchats as well. 
information contained is for instructional &   educational purposes only.  Investors are  responsible for their own decisions &   
due diligence. Publisher and associates may have positions in the stocks herein Copyright 2014  Denaliguide , all rights 
reserved 
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 DENALIGUIDE'S

 STRAIGHT TALK 

OUR DGS MISSION STATEMENT:

 To provide our subscribers with the clearest, 
easiest to use, most timely selections for profit.

OUR DGS STATEMENT OF PRINCIPLES

We strive to treat everyone as we would wish to be treated.

We embrace simplicity.

We understand that our freedom lies between the moment of stimulus and response.

WE PROMISE TO:

KEEP OUR SUBSCRIBERS WELFARE PARAMOUNT.

MAINTAIN OUR OBJECTIVITY AND INDEPENDENCE.

ONLY ACCEPT ANY FORM OF COMPENSATION FROM OUR SUBCRIBERS.

THREE KEY QUALTIES WE FEEL ARE ESSENTIAL TO OUR WORK:
        SIMPLCITY DISCIPLINE FLEXIBILITY

HOW WE OPERATE:

1.  WE observe and maintain STOPS 100% of the time, mental, straight or 
sliding.

This is absolutely mandatory to preserve capital, hedge, and eliminate mistakes.. 

2. We   KEEP IT STRAIGHT & SIMPLE   K.I.S.S.   Acquiring / Disposing.

  The stocks you acquire and dispose of,  are inanimate and fluctuate I price.

The have no other qualities.  So we don`t become romantically involved with them.

                        3.   We speculate based on Technical Merit, not public information.

Mechanically WE do the following:

A.   Set BUY LIMIT ORDERS and do NOT chase stocks.

B.   We sell using Technical Measures that indicate danger to longs.

C.    We buy & sell in Pre-Position, before Mass Action Awakens.

 

   
“Simplicity is the ultimate sophistication” Leonardo da Vinci
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PEAK PICKS  
 Strategies & Tactics Corner

You can do your best to buy on down days, 
but with the way this is moving, too much 
caution may net you nothing, so be 

tempered about GREED.  STOPS should be set at the CROSS over of the 20DMA and 
50DMA until you have sufficient profit to move them up by the same proportion that 
existed BEFORE from that crossover.   For instance, the last ETF listed, SILJ has a cross over 
20/50 at just under $10.  Thus the STOP is $2 under the price.   To move the stop upward, you would need 
about a 15% upmove to make it sensible, so a move say to $13.75, would allow you to move your STOP to 
12.00 to make sure you capture a profit whatever may happen.    A slightly different approach uses 
an existing measure to help estimate your STOPS:

The LIME GREEN line represents a 
price level 3 AVERAGE TRUE 
RANGES below the HIGHEST price 
in the last 22 days.     You can see 
how the AVERAGE TRUE RANGE is 
calculated HERE.  The ATR attempts to 
take volatility into account but in the case of 
SILJ places the stop so high it is 
unacceptable, as you will likely get shaken 
out on ANY reaction.  The name of this game 
is “HANG IN THERE”.

So to account for this, I'd consider 
using the LOWER of the TWO, the 
CHANDELIER EXIT or the 20 / 50 DMA 
crossOver for the FIRST STOP.

After that its your discretion and comfort 
zones.

Dashboard Instruments

LINK$   < CLICK to ACTIVATE
Instrument Panel, BULL / BEAR Instrument Chart Interpretation:

1. MACD & Moving Averages show DIRECTION;
• StochRSI & CCI of CMF, show EXTENT of Move

• Extremes of Stoch RSI & CCI of CMF relent when MACD reverses .

• Thus DIRECTION continues UNTIL MACD REVERSES.
• For analysis, remember that StochRSI & CCI are RELATIVE measures, MACD & Moving 

Averages are ABSOLUTE measures, and will persist in extreme states UNTIL the ABSOLUTE 
Measures CHANGE DIRECTION

     So MACD shows which way the trend is going, and StochRSI tell you when the Trend has been so 
strong for so long it may begin to lose steam and reverse, for when StochRSI, moves out of  its “Xtreme 
Zone” it is a “HEADS – UP Alert”  that ALWAYS    HAPPENS   before a TREND CHANGE.   One last 
note: TRENDS do NOT always CHANGE when StochRSI exits an extreme zone(generally 80 or .8 on the 
upside & 20 or .2 on the downside).You may always set a stop limit or buy limit @   the 
20/50 DMA Bull crossover, and a STOP order 10% lower than that point. 

information contained is for instructional &   educational purposes only.  Investors are  responsible for their own   
decisions & due diligence. Publisher and associates may have positions in the stocks herein Copyright 2014  DGS
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